The present investigation is a part of a series on metal hydrides with extraordinary short H u H separations. The electronic structure, chemical bonding, and ground state properties of RTIn ͑R =La, Ce, Pr, Nd; T = Ni, Pd, Pt͒ and their saturated hydrides R 3 T 3 In 3 H 4 ͑=3RTInH 1.333 ͒ are systematically studied using the full-potential linear muffin-tin-orbital method. The effect of the metal matrix on the H u H separation in RTInH 1.333 is analyzed in terms of chemical bonding, and bond strength is quantitatively analyzed using the crystal-orbital-Hamilton population. Force and volume optimizations reveal that all these hydrides violate the "2-Å rule." The insertion of hydrogen in the metal matrix causes highly anisotropic lattice changes; a large expansion along c and a small contraction in the a direction. Among the 12 studied hydrides the hypothetical LaPtInH 1.333 phase exhibits the shortest H u H separation ͑1.454 Å͒. The optimized unit-cell parameters and atomic coordinates fit very well with the experimental findings for RNiInH 1.333 , R = La, Ce, and Nd. Examination of the effect of the metal matrix on the H u H separation in RTInH 1.333 suggests that on a proper choice of alloying element one may be able to reduce the H u H separation below 1.45 Å. The H u H separation is reduced significantly by application of pressure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present series of papers 1,2 concerns metal hydrides with extraordinary short H u H separations. The reversible storage of hydrogen in the form of intermetallic hydrides has several advantages over storing as gaseous and liquid hydrogen. 3, 4 However, major a disadvantage of hydrides as storage media over other options is the considerable weight of the metal matrices and their relatively high cost. Hence, it seems desirable to investigate other materials for such applications at affordable cost, sufficient storage capacity, and functional reliability. Although accounting for structures and properties of prospective hydrogen storage materials still offers a tremendous challenge to improve the amount of stored hydrogen, the last two decades have seen considerable progress in the understanding of the basic problems. With the development of advanced theoretical tools, the gathering of knowledge from fields that tended to ignore each other in the past, and the progress in computer technology, one can make reliable predictions of properties for even quite complex materials. 5 Numerous studies have been carried out to explain observed stabilities, stoichiometries, and preferred hydrogen sites in various kinds of hydrides. 6, 7 It has been suggested that limiting factors in terms of minimum hole size ͑0.40 Å͒ and H u H distance ͑2.1 Å͒ in stable hydrides should be prime selection criteria for guidance about hydrogen absorption capacity. [7] [8] [9] [10] Hence, reduction in H u H separation may be one means to enhance the hydrogen content at minimum matrix volume and mass. From experimental and theoretical studies it has been established that the separation between hydrogen atoms in interstitial matrix sites is ruled by repulsive H-to-H interactions, which in practice is assumed to prevent the hydrogen atoms to approach one another closer than 2.1 Å (Switendick's criterion). 7, 9, 10 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study on CeNiInH x ͑x = 1 to 1.62͒ 11, 12 and PrNiInH 1. 29 13 has revealed that the H u H separation in these alloys is between ϳ1.5 and 1.8 Å. It has been suggested that both the 4h and 6i interstitial sites or either of them are occupied by hydrogen atoms in a ZrNiAl-type matrix. Although PrNiInH 1.29 has been obtained as a stable phase, no detailed structural examination has so far been reported. A recent low-temperature neutron diffraction study 14 gives evidence that H atoms occupy only the 4h site in an ordered arrangement in the ZrNiAl-type structure of R 3 Ni 3 In 3 H 4 (=3RNiInH 1.333 ; R = La, Ce, and Nd hereafter referred to with the latter simple matrix-based formula) with a H u H separation of ϳ1.6 Å. En passant it may be mentioned that in some disordered hydrides (like K 2 ReH 9 9, 15 ), due to the partial occupancy of the hydrogen sites, the H u H separation becomes appreciably lower than 2.1 Å.
In previous works 1,2 on RNiIn and RNiInH 1.333 ͑R = La, Ce, Nd͒ the origin of the anisotropic volume expansion on hydrogenation has been explained, and the presence of strong interaction between the transition metal ͑T͒ and hydrogen in RNiInH 1.333 is shown to prohibit the electrons at the hydrogen atoms from participation in repulsive interaction between two such arranged H atoms (see Fig. 1 and for more details Refs. 1 and 2). Moreover, also the R u R bond grid contributes to the shielding of the repulsive interaction between the H atoms. These observations have motivated us to search for new hydrides with short H u H separation in RTIn matrices and in particular to identify the effect of isoelectronic substitution of Ni by Pd and Pt. In the present contribution we consider the crystal and electronic structures of nine other members of the series (R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd; T = Pd, Pt; plus PrNiInH 1.333 ) in addition to the earlier reported combinations with T = Ni, viz. all together 12 phases. Furthermore the influence on the H u H separation by application of high external pressures is considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives appropriate details about the computational methods, structural results of the calculations are presented and discussed in Sec. III, the nature of chemical bonding is analyzed in Sec. IV, and the conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.
II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS
We have used the full-potential linear muffin-tin-orbital (FPLMTO) method 16 within the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA), 17 in which the Kohn-Sham equations are solved for a general potential without any shape approximation. For the local density approximation (LDA) calculations, we have used the exchange-correlation function proposed by Hedin and Lundqvist, 18 which allows accurate calculation of the total energy as a function of volume. The unit cell is divided into nonoverlapping muffin-tin spheres, inside which the basis functions were expanded in spherical harmonics up to a cutoff in angular momentum at ᐉ = 6. The basis functions in the interstitial region (i.e., outside the muffin-tin spheres) are Neumann or Hankel functions depending upon the kinetic energy. The ratio of interstitial to unit-cell volume is around 0.42. The basis set contained semicore 5p and valence 5d, 6s, 6p, and 4f states for La. For Ce, Pr, and Nd, the 4f electrons are treated as localized core electrons. In rare earth compounds, the equilibrium volume strongly depends on the valence of the f-electron-carrying element. For the present series of compounds this is a point of concern for the Ce-containing compounds. In the earlier communication 2 it is shown that only when one assumes Ce in the 3+ state in CeNiIn and CeNiInH 1.333 agreement is obtained between the calculated equilibrium cell volume and the experimental cell volume. Hence, for the rest of the Cecontaining compounds in the series it was simply assumed that the valence state is Ce 3+ . The open core approximation was used and hence contributions of the 4f electrons to the valence band are removed. This is equivalent to the LDA + U approach with U = ϱ for the f electrons (successfully used in Ref. 19 ). 4s, 4p, and 3d orbitals were used for Ni; 5s, 5p, and 5d for In; semicore 4p and valence 5s, 5p, and 4d for Pd; and semicore 5p, valence 6s, 6p, and 5d for Pt; and 1s, 2p, and 3d for H. All orbitals were contained in the same energy panel. A so-called multibasis was included to ensure a well-converged wave function, implying the use of different Hankel or Neuman functions each attaching to their radial functions. This is important in order to obtain a reliable description of the higher-lying unoccupied states and low-lying semicore states. Integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ) was done using "special-point" sampling, 20, 21 and selfconsistency was obtained with 105 k points in the irreducible part of the BZ, which corresponds to 768 k points in the whole BZ. Test calculations were made for a doubled number of k points to check for convergence, but the optimized c / a ratio for 105 and 210 k points for LaNiInH 1.333 turned out essentially the same. Hence, 105 k points were used consistently for the optimization of c / a, unit-cell volume, and atomic positions as well as for calculations of electron density. For the density of states (DOS) calculations, the BZ integration was performed by means of the tetrahedron method. 22 Equilibrium volumes and bulk moduli were extracted from the calculated energy versus volume data by fitting to the "universal equation of state" proposed by Vinet et al. 23 Virtually the same results were obtained by fitting to the Birch 24 or Murnaghan 25 equations. For the calculation of the bulk modulus, the theoretically estimated c / a value was kept constant.
To calculate electron-localization-function plots we used the first-principles self-consistent, tight-binding, linear muffin-tin orbital (TB-LMTO) method of Andersen and Jepsen. 26 The von Barth-Hedin 27 parameterization is used for the exchange correlation potential within the localdensity approximation. In the present calculation, we used the atomic sphere approximation. The calculations are semirelativistic (i.e., without spin-orbit coupling, but all other relativistic effects included) taking also into account combined correction terms. The BZ k-point integrations are made using the tetrahedron method on a grid of 403 k points in the irreducible part of BZ. In order to get more insight into the chemical bonding, we have also calculated the crystalorbital-Hamiltonian population (COHP) 28, 29 in addition to the regular band structure. The COHP is the DOS weighted by the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix elements, a positive sign of which indicating bonding character and negative antibonding character. The detailed mathematical expressions for the COHP are, e.g., found in Ref. 28 . The electronlocalization function (ELF) was calculated according to the TB-LMTO code.
A. Structural details
The hydrogen storage capacity of an alloy is limited in the first place by the number of interstial sites in the host lattice. Often there exist different interstitial sites which can be occupied by hydrogen (note: as atomic H not as molecular H 2 ), e.g., tetrahedral and octahedral. However, owing to electrostatic limitations, most of the interstitial sites remain unoccupied on hydrogenation, and consequently the formulae for such hydrides usually take noninteger indices for the hydrogen content. 30 The ZrNiAl-type structure (space group P62m) is common among the ABC intermetallics, more than 300 examples being recorded. 31 In the RTIn lattice the most favorable sites for the hydrogen have tetrahedral surroundings: (a) 6i at x, 0, z etc. ͑x Ϸ 0.25, z Ϸ 1/3͒, coordinated by three Rs and one In; (b) 4h at 1/3, 2/3, x etc. ͑x Ϸ 2/3͒, coordinated by three Rs and one T͑2c͒ (illustrated in Fig. 1) ; and (c) 12l at x , y , z etc. ͑x Ϸ 0.44, y Ϸ 0.16, z Ϸ 2/9͒, coordinated by two Rs, one In, and one T͑1b͒. The shortest 4h-4h and 6i-6i separations occur along the c axis of the hexagonal structure. Recent experimental findings show that H prefer only the 4h among the available sites.
14 However, the complete filling of such arranged tetrahedral sites with hydrogen has been considered unlikely on the basis of the requirements of the hole size and the "2-Å rule". 32 All calculations reported here assume ideal and fully saturated hydrides with the formula 3RTInH 1.333 .
III. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS
In order to understand the role of the R and T components in the RTIn metal matrix for the unusual H u H separation and the anisotropic volume expansion on hydrogenation a structural optimization study has been carried out. The ZrNiAl-type structure with the experimental lattice parameters and atomic positions for the appropriate compounds 14 were chosen as the starting point. First all variable atom coordinates were relaxed globally (by keeping c / a and cell volume constant) using the force minimization technique. The atomic coordinates were then fixed at their optimized values while the unit-cell volume were varied in steps of 5% within ±15% from the optimized value. The thus obtained total energy versus unit-cell volume curve was fitted to a polynomial and the minimum, which represents the theoretical equilibrium volume, was established. The theoretical c / a was, in turn, determined from the minimum in total energy versus c / a at fixed atomic coordinates and equilibrium unitcell volume. Finally, once again we relaxed the atom coordinates globally by fixing c / a and unit-cell volume. The thus obtained atomic coordinates differ less than 1% from the first established values. The calculated data are in good agreement with the experimental findings (see Tables I and II) . The next step was to introduce the hydrogen atoms in the 4h position of the optimized metal matrix. This results in local strain, which implies that the entire, just-outlined, structural optimization process had to be repeated. The then obtained atomic coordinates and unit-cell dimensions agree very well (see Tables I and II) with recent powder neutron diffraction findings for the phases with T = Ni.
14 The lattice changes during the hydrogenation are highly anisotropic, on the average 16% expansion along c and a small contraction (average ϳ2.5%) along a, the largest anisotropy being found within the T = Pd series.
On going from La to Nd the calculated unit-cell volume decreases gradually, a trend that is recognized also in the experimental data (see Fig. 2 ). A similar trend was observed by Muller, Blackledge, and Libowitz 34 in RH 2 phases, which in that case, was attributed to the lanthanide contraction. Experimentally all intermetallic mother phases except CePtIn have been identified, 14, 31 whereas most of the hydrogenated phases are yet structurally little explored (see Tables I and  II) .
In order to check possible effects of different computational approaches we have performed structural optimizations for the RPtInH 1.333 phases [among which the shortest H u H separations are found] using both LDA and GGA exchange correlation functionals (see Table III ). Due to the overestimation of bond characteristics by LDA the calculated H u H seprations come out smaller by this approach than those obtained by GGA. For rest of the compounds we only used the GGA formalism and the following discussion is solely based on the GGA calculations.
The calculated unit-cell volume versus total energy is fitted to the "universal equation of state" in order to estimate the bulk modulus ͑B 0 ͒ and its pressure derivative ͑B 0 Ј͒ for these RTIn and RTInH 1.333 phases (see Table IV ). On going from the RNiIn mother phases to the corresponding hydrides, B 0 is reduced (except for NdNiIn), which can be understood as a consequence of the volume expansion during hydrogenation. On the other hand, on going from the RPdIn and RPtIn series to their hydrides, B 0 increases (except for LaPtIn). This may be due to enhanced bond strength in the RTIn matrix (in an extent that overcomes the volume expansion effect) on introduction of the hydrogen. No experimental data for B 0 of these compounds are available.
IV. CHEMICAL BONDING

A. DOS
From the characteristic features of the DOS, one may be able to rationalize (see, e.g., Ref. 35 ) the bonding in the RTIn series and changes introduced in the bonding upon the hydrogenation. No electronic structure calculations have apparently hitherto been undertaken for RTIn phases. In general all members of the RTIn and RTInH 1.333 series (see Table IV ) have a finite number of electrons at the Fermi level ͑E F ͒, which classifies them as metals. As examples the DOS for LaPtIn and LaPtInH 1.333 is shown in Fig. 3 . For LaPtIn it is convenient to divide the DOS into regions: region I ͑−8 to − 5 eV͒ with well localized In-s and Pt-s states and some hybridized La-s states; region II ͑−5 eV to E F ͒ with hybridized In-p, Pt-d, and La-d states; and region III (above E F ) with unoccupied states. By studying the changes in these regions on hydrogenation one can extract valuable information about the changes in bonding character upon hydrogenation. Region II where the In-p, Pt-d, and La-d states are energetically degenerate, signals an appreciable degree of covalent bonding. The electronegativity (Pauling scale) differences between In and Pt (0.5) and In and La (0.6) are much smaller than between La and Pt (1.1), which indicate that the tendency to form covalent bonding between the former pairs of elements is more favorable than that between La and Pt. Indium is surrounded by four transition-metal atoms (two in 2c and another two in 1b site) and six rare-earth atoms. Owing to the crystal field splitting the In-p state separates into two parts (see the partial DOS of In in Fig. 4 ) between −5 to − 2.5 eV the p z electrons mainly dominate whereas the non-bonding p x and p y electrons reside at the top of the valence band (VB). It is the well-separated p z states that participate in the covalent bonding with the energetically nearest Pt-d states. Figure 3 shows that when hydrogen is inserted in the LaPtIn matrix, new states are formed around −9.5 to − 2.5 eV. Hence the VB is shifted to lower energy and the E F is pushed slightly upward. It is commonly accepted that on insertion of hydrogen in a metal matrix, the hydrogen will absorb some valence electrons from the nearest electron-rich metal atom(s), viz. a charge-transfer effect. In the RTInH 1.333 series H absorbs electrons from all the metal atoms of the mother matrix (see Sec. IV B). In general, the so-called corelevel shifts observed in photo-electron spectra during formation of metal hydrides 36 may be regarded as direct evidence of charge transfer from metal atoms to the hydrogens. In the LaPtIn-to-LaPtInH 1.333 case, the La-5p level is lowered by ϳ0.8 eV; (present at around −17 eV; not shown in Fig. 4) ; similar shifts being reported 37 in rare-earth hydrides. The detailed features of the partial Pt DOS for T͑1b͒ and T͑2c͒ show some distinction due to their different atomic environments. The total width of the VB is lower in LaPtIn than LaPtInH 1.333 (similar for the other pairs of compounds studied). This is due to the fact that hydrogen enhances the interaction between neighboring atoms, and thereby increases the overlap of the orbitals concerned. Further, the location of the H-s state at the bottom of the VB also contributes to an increase in the width of the VB. In particular the contribution of Pt͑2c͒ to the VB enhances the width from 8 to 9.5 eV, whereas contributions of Pt͑1b͒ and In on the other hand, would have reduced the width of the VB from ϳ8 to 7.5 eV. The latter modification reflects the increase in the Pt͑1b͒ u In separation following from the insertion of the additional H atoms between the Pt͑2c͒ -Pt͑2c͒ linear configuration. 2 The interatomic Pt͑2c͒ u H distance almost equals the sum of the covalent radii of Pt and H (not only in 4 shows accumulation of d electrons in the range −4.25 to − 1 eV, whereas most of the H electrons are localized in the range −9.75 to − 2.35 eV, indicating that the interaction between H and Pt is far from perfect covalent.
B. Charge density and charge transfer
The unusually short H u H separations in the RTInH 1.333 phases (Table III) are a motivation for further penetration into the nature of their bonding. The variation in the electron distribution on replacement of R or T components may be expected to give hints about factors which influence the bonding between the H atoms as well as between H and T.
Charge density
The charge-density contours in the (100) plane of LaPtIn and LaPtInH 1.333 are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6(a), respectively. Owing to the pronounced mutual similarities between the charge density within the RTIn and RTInH 1.333 series we present only illustrations for the charge density of LaPtIn and LaPtInH 1.333 (Figs. 5 and 6 ), the latter hydride having moreover the shortest H u H separation among the investigated hydrides. The finite electron distribution present between Pt͑2c͒ and In (Fig. 5) clearly indicates that the interaction between these atoms has an appreciable covalent component. The R u Pt͑1b͒ and R u In bonds have mixed (partial covalent and partial ionic) character also suggested by their different electronegativities.
In order to gain insight in the impact on the bonding interaction between metal atoms of the mother matrix upon hydrogenation Fig. 6(a) shows the charge density for LaPtInH 1.333 . The interesting aspect is that, the charge density of Pt͑2c͒ is directed toward H, leading to the formation of dumb-bell shaped H Fig. 4) shows that the valence electrons of Pt and H are not fully energetic degenerate in the VB region indicating a degree of ionic character in the Pt-to-H bonding. This interpretation is supported by the charge-transfer map [ Fig.  6(b) ]. The bond strength of Pt͑2c͒ u In is reduced upon hydrogenation as reflected in the increased interatomic distance from 2.93 to 2.97 Å, and further confirmed by the COHP analyses. An important difference between the complex hydrides and the present type of hydrides lies in the nature of the interaction between the H atoms. Most of the complex hydrides have nonmetallic character, for example, in LiAlH 4 there is strong covalent interaction between Al and H (within the AlH 4 subunits) and very weak H u H bonds between two AlH 4 subunits. 38 In RTInH 1.333 , on the other hand, there is a finite electron density distributed between the TH 2 subunits implying a considerable H u H interaction.
.). Examination of the partial DOS (in
Charge transfer plot
A convenient and illustrative way to represent and analyze the bonding effects in the RTInH 1.333 series is to use chargetransfer plots. The charge-transfer contour is the selfconsistent electron density in a particular plane, comp. , minus the electron density of the overlapping free atoms, o.f.a. , i.e.,
which allows one to visualize how electrons are redistributed in a particular plane compared to free atoms due to the bonding in the compound. Since the charge-transfer plots for all RTInH 1.333 phases show close qualitative similarity, the following considerations are limited to LaPtInH 1.333 . Figure 6(b) shows that charge has been depleted from the La, Pt, and In sites and transferred to H, but the magnitude of charge transfer varies in different directions of the crystal. Most charge has been transferred from In, but not isotropically and the resulting charge distribution at the In site is certainly not spherically symmetric. There is a significant amount of extra electron density around the H atoms, and also an increased amount of electrons in the interstitial region between the Pt͑2c͒ and In atoms. The charge transfer from the metal components to the H atoms leads to an appreciable ionic component in the bonds to H. The charge transfer to the interstitial regions between Pt͑2c͒ and In reflects covalent bonding.
C. ELF
ELF is a ground-state property that discriminates between different kinds of bonding interaction for the constituents of solids. [39] [40] [41] In the implementation for density-functional theory, this quantity depends on the excess of local kinetic energy t p originating from the Pauli principle.
where:
is the Pauli kinetic energy density of a closed-shell system. ٌ͑͒ 2 / ͑8͒ is the kinetic energy density of the bosonic-like system, where orbitals proportional to ͱ are occupied. t p is always positive and, for an assembly of fermions, it describes the additional kinetic energy density required to satisfy the Pauli principle. The total electron density, :
as well as the kinetic energy density:
are computed from the orbitals, i . In both equations, the index i runs over all occupied orbitals. According to Eq. (2) the ELF takes the value one either for a single-electron wave function or for a two-electron singlet wave function. In a many-electron system, ELF is close to one in regions where electrons are paired in a covalent bond, or for the unpaired lone electrons of a dangling bond, while the ELF is small in low-density regions. In a homogeneous electron gas ELF equals 0.5 at any electron density, and ELF values of this order in homogeneous systems indicates regions where the bonding has a metallic character. The estimated ELF value of ca. 0.38 between the nearest neighbor hydrogens indicates metallic-like interaction. The ELF value between Pt͑2c͒ and H is relatively small. It is interesting to note that our test calculations for Ni, Co, and Cu metals shows that such low ELF values are generally characteristic of transition metals (d electrons). This clearly indicates that metallic Pt͑2c͒-5d electrons are mainly present between Pt͑2c͒ and H, and hence the apparently appreciable Pt͑2c͒ u H bond strength (seen by the COHP analysis) originates from a metallic-like situation with additional small ionic interactions between the atoms concerned. The large ELF value at the H site indicates the presence of largely paired electrons. Owing to the repulsive interaction between the negatively charged H electrons, the ELF contours are not spherically shaped but rather polarized toward La and In. The localized nature of the electrons at the H site and their polarization toward La and In reduce significantly the H-to-H repulsive interaction and this can explain the unusually short H u H separation in this series of compounds.
D. COHP
Implications of COHP is that a negative value indicates bonding and positive antibonding states. In order to get insight in the bond strength between two interacting atoms in a solid, one should examine the entire COHP between them, taking all valence orbitals into account. 29 The COHP contours depend on the number of states in a particular energy interval. The integrated COHP (ICOHP) curve up to the E F is the total overlap population of the bond in question. Figure 7 shows COHP curves of the T u H and H u H bonds for PrTInH 1.333 . When one includes hydrogen in the RTIn matrix the estimated ICOHP value for the T u In bond is changed from ca. −0.8 to − 1.1 eV. This appears to reflect transfer of electrons from both T and In to the H site, which reduces the covalent interaction between T and In upon hydrogenation. All RTInH 1.333 phases studied have short T u H separations (1.457 to 1.674 Å; see Table III ) approaching the sum of the covalent radii of T and H and indicates the presence of covalent bonding. However, our charge-density, charge-transfer, and ELF analyses show that nonbonding T -d electrons are found between T and H, and the bonding interaction between T and H is dominated by the transferred charge. Another important observation is that all Ni-based phases have shorter T u H distances than those containing Pt and Pd (in fact the T u H distances follow the sequence: NiϽ PtϽ Pd), which is consistent with the sequence of the covalent radii of the involved elements. On comparing the estimated ICOHP values for the different combinations (like R u H, R u In, T͑2c͒ u In, T͑1b͒ u In, and H u H), it is seen that these combinations take a peak value at T͑2c͒ u H, which ultimately indicates that the interaction between T and H is stronger than the other interactions. The charge-density, charge-transfer, and ELF analyses show that this interaction does not have a specific bonding character and indeed exhibit metallic interaction with a small ionic component. A similar type of bonding situation is reported 42 for LaNi 5 H 7 . The ICOHP values for the H u H separations in the RTInH 1.333 series are very small, around −0.04 eV, thus supporting the already advanced inference that there is no significant covalent bonding interaction between the H atoms (Sec. IV B 1). The low ICOHP value reflects the fact that both bonding and antibonding states are present below E F , but even if one takes into account only the bonding states, ICOHP remains low [−0.14 to − 0.23 eV, which is much smaller than the ICOHP for T͑2c͒ u H]. Hence, both COHP and charge-density analyses agree that the H u H interaction is considerably weaker than the T͑2c͒ u H interactions. When we compare the H u H interaction in these series, the Pt-based phases have stronger interactions (ICOHP between −0.313 to − 0.423 eV) than the others (except NdPdInH 1.333 ).
E. Effect of pressure on c / a and H A H separation
In order to explore the effect of pressure on the H u H separation we have made a high-pressure study on LaNiInH 1.333 up to 400 GPa. The pressure was evaluated from the derivative of the total energy with respect to volume, i.e., calculated energy versus volume data are fitted to a universal equation of state from which the bulk modulus and its pressure derivative are calculated. 23 The calculated H u H separation and the shrinkage in a and c (viz. ⌬a and ⌬c with respect to the equilibrium values) as a function of pressure shows a considerably and nonlinear variation as a function of pressure. The H u H separation (Fig. 8) has become ca. 1.1 Å at 400 GPa. Similarly, a and c also decrease in the same manner but the magnitude of the shrinkage varies with the direction, which is in agreement with recent highpressure experiments. 43 The difference between ⌬a and ⌬c may be classified as somewhat insignificant at lower pressure (say up to 40 GPa; ⌬a − ⌬c = 0.16 and 0.63 Å at 20 and 200 GPa, respectively). Because of the structural …H-Ni-H…H-Ni-H… configuration in the linear chains along c one should of course have anticipated such anisotropic lattice expansion/contraction upon application of pressure. It should be noted that a recent experimental study 43 shows there is no pressure-induced structural transition in this material up to 40 GPa. Hence, we have assumed that the ambient pressure phase will be stable at higher pressures also. The calculated total energy is increased monotonically without discontinuities and indications of local minima upon increasing pressure. This ultimately implies that formation of molecular-like H 2 units in this particular structure does not occur at least up to 400 GPa, even though the H u H separation has approached the bond distance in the H 2 molecule ͑0.746 Å͒. The TH 2 structural subunit in the RTInH 1.333 compounds resembles a linear complex molecule and the adjacent subunits are also arranged in a linear fashion as often found in structures of linear complex molecules. For completely noninteracting molecules one would have anticipated that the "2-Å rule" should have been applicable, but for the present compounds this is certainly not the case. However, these compounds are not complex hydrides, for the following reasons:
1) The two H atoms within a given trigonal bipyramid (see Fig. 1 ) are not completely isolated from each other as would have been the case in complex hydrides.
2) In RTNiInH 1.333 there are considerable interactions between the H atoms as evidence by the fact that the H u H distance also varies considerably on displacement of the R atoms. 1, 2 If the TH 2 units had been mutually completely non- interacting, then the H u H distance should not have been sensitive to displacements of R.
3) If the RTInH 1.333 compounds should be viewed as complex hydrides 44 with isolated TH 2 molecular units, then the desorption of hydrogen from the host lattice may be expected to require high temperature. However, experimental studies show 14 that desorption of hydrogen from RTInH 1.333 takes place in a rather low-temperature range around 100°C, viz. typical for a metal hydride.
4) In general, complex hydrides possess nonmetallic behavior, 45 but the electronic structure calculations show that RTInH 1.333 behave like metal. 5) Unlike many complex hydrides, the RTInH 1.333 series can be prepared by the traditional methods used for the synthesis of intermetallic hydrides.
6) Complex metal hydrides have molecular character with stoichiometric hydrogen contents. On the contrary, in the RTInH 1.333 phases the hydrogen content can be varied like in metal hydrides. 14, 32 7) The COHP analyses show that a considerable COHP is accommodated between the hydrogen atoms indicating that they are weakly interacting.
V. CONCLUSION
This study concerns the electronic structure and physical properties of RTIn and their saturated hydride phases ͑RTInH 1.333 ͒ investigated by first principle total-energy calculations. The following conclusions are made:
1) The optimized unit-cell volume, c / a, and atomic coordinates are in good agreement with experimental findings for the parent alloy phases. For the RTInH 1.333 compounds experimental data are only available for T = Ni that indeed show good agreement with the calculated data. The introduction of hydrogen in the parent RTIn phases causes a highly anisotropic variation in a and c, a large expansion along c (12.4%-20.5%), and a small contraction along a ͑−0.04 to − 5.8% ͒.
2) When one replaces the Ni by Pd or Pt in RTInH 1.333 ; the observed H u H separation becomes shortened, which appears to suggest that one with a proper combination of R and T (and perhaps also substitution for In) can obtain phases with even shorter H u H separations.
3) Charge-transfer plots show that charges are transferred from the electron-rich metal atoms (R, T, and In) to hydrogen resulting in an ionic component in the bonding between H and the RTIn host matrix. ELF analyses show weak metalliclike interactions between the nearest-neighbor hydrogen atoms. The metallic-like bonding with a small ionic contribution between T and H is in turn, taken in support of presence of distinguishable molecular-like H u T u H ͑TH 2 ͒ units in an otherwise metal-matrix jelly.
4) According to charge density and COHP analyses, the direct H u H interaction is weak compared with the T u H interactions. Hence, the shortest distance between the H atoms in RTInH 1.333 is governed primarily by the polarization of the negative charges on H toward the electropositive R and In atoms.
5) High-pressure simulations show that formation of more H 2 -like units in RTInH 1.333 matrices is not feasible even at ultra-high pressures (up to 400 GPa).
6) The occurrence of very short T u H and unusual H u H separations would at first sight suggest that the RTInH 1.333 phases belong to the complex hydride family. However, a careful analysis of all facts show that these compounds should be classified as normal metal hydrides. 7) All RTInH 1.333 phases have nonvanishing density of states at the Fermi level and should accordingly exhibit metallic conductivity.
